Abstract-In this paper we present methods for generating bounds on interconnection delays in a combinational network having specified timing requirements at its input and output terminals. An automatic placement program which uses wirability as its primary objective could use these delay bounds to generate length or capacitance bounds for interconnection nets as secondary objectives. Thus, unlike previous timing-driven placement algorithms described in the literature, the desired performance of the circuit is guaranteed when a wirable placement meeting these objectives is found. We also provide fast algorithms which maximize the delay range, and hence the margin for error in layout, for various types of timing constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION HE PERFORMANCE of any digital system is limited
T by the delay in propagation of signals through the various paths from the input to the output of the system. In a synchronous sequential circuit, the time taken by the signals to traverse the path between two clocked gates should be no greater than the difference in the times of arrival of successive clock pulses at the two gates. In order to simplify analysis, this difference is often approximated as the period of the clock; however, in high-performance systems, the difference must account for other factors such as clock skew. In most digital systems, it is convenient, and fairly accurate, to lump the delay associated with the wire together with the delay associated with the logic components that comprise the system. With such an approximation, the delay of a path through the network may be calculated simply as the sum of the delays through the components along that path. In high-performance systems, however, in order to accurately estimate the delay associated with the wires, it is necessary to know the length, and sometimes the topology, of the interconnection nets driven by the component. This is particularly the case in very large scale integration (VLSI), where the delay associated with the interconnection network may be comparable to the delay due to circuit switching.
Since the length of interconnection nets is not known before actually laying out the components on the chip or board, it is common practice to use an estimate of the interconnection length to compute delays during logic design. After layout, exact lengths are used in order to verify that the system meets performance constraints. If the timing requirements are not met along some paths, an attempt must be made to alter the placement and/or the wiring to correct them. For example, in [I] , correction is attempted by exchanging the locations of components along these paths with other components, or by inserting the components in favorable empty locations. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that a local perturbation to the layout will correct timing errors, especially in highperformance systems where the limits of technology are being pushed by the design. In difficult cases, it is necessary to redesign the logic. Because of the difficulty in altering a completed layout to improve timing, some researchers [ 2 ] , [3] have investigated using timing requirements earlier in the physical design process. Since placement of components is generally done iteratively [4] , one approach has been to use progressively more accurate timing information as placement proceeds. For example, in [3] timing information is used to evaluate potential placements, and the information is updated whenever components are perturbed during the placement process. One problem with this approach is that, in large circuits, it is not unusual to find that interchanging the positions of two components affects over a thousand paths. This could result in long computation times. Another possibility [2] is to pass timing and layout data periodically back and forth between the timing analysis and placement programs while the layout is being constructed.
Two problems arise in both approaches above. First, timing analysis must be done a number of times-sometimes a large number of times. Second, since the timing information used during layout is continually changing, the layout may converge rather slowly, or worse, may not converge.
A different approach to the problem uses performance requirements as additional direct constraints during layout. Since the length of interconnection, and hence the wirability of the circuit, is optimized by placing components on an interconnection net as close together as possible, it is possible to identify nets along "critical" paths for special treatment: either earlier consideration during the placement process, or assigning higher weight relative to other nets. For example, in [ 5 ] , it is demonstrated that by using the criticality measure of nets to bias placement and routing programs, the performance of a chip may be brought significantly closer to that of an ideal layout. Similarly, in [6] a hierarchical layout approach is used, with timing computation done at each level of the hier-0278-O070/89/0800-0860$0 1 .OO 0 1989 IEEE archy to determine a criticality class for a net. Each class is associated with a weight which is used to constrain placement at that level of the hierarchy.
The approach outlined in the last paragraph often leads to a layout which meets performance specifications while avoiding the problems mentioned earlier. The principal reason for errors in such an approach is that, in attempting to minimize the length of all nets along a critical path, the problem is often overconstrained to the point where nets which were not critical become excessively long. In this paper, we present a new method for using timing requirements in the placement process. Our method assigns length bounds to all wires. This relaxes the constraints to be met by the placement program by permitting it to increase the wire lengths on noncritical paths while ensuring that components on critical paths are close to each other. We introduce the zero-slack algorithm [7] , which determines bounds for each net based on timing specifications. Our premise is that while the placement problem is a hard one, it is not more difficult to find a wirable placement which satisfies bounds in length for every net, than one which only minimizes total wire length. In fact, it has been shown in [6] that the imposition of such constraints on nets does not lead to less wirable solutions. This is possibly due to the fact that, in practice, when a solution exists, there are several placements which satisfy a given wirability constraint.
Since the set of net length bounds that guarantee performance requirements is not unique, we also investigate the problem of maximizing the range of permissible lengths for each net. We demonstrate the existence of a fast algorithm for maximizing the range when only upper bounds are important. When both lower and upper bounds are important we formulate the problem as a linear programming problem, for which polynomial time solutions have recently been demonstrated [8].
11. PRELIMINARIES Our model follows that used in [ 5 ] , [6] , and 191. We assume that, as commonly practised, a given complex sequential circuit with feedback paths may be broken down into sets of clocked latches having a pure combinational circuit without feedback between the various latch stages. We can thus analyze each group of components forming the combinational circuit between latches independently.
As in 161, for simplification, we associate with any component a single value for delay derived as a function of two delay values, one for a rising transition and one for a falling transition. The procedure to be developed generalizes to the case when the values have to be considered separately, as shown in 191. We further assume that all combinations of logic values are possible at the inputs to any component. In practice, we could limit our attention to the subset of values permitted by the logic in order to tighten the timing bounds. However, as shown in [lo], this does not affect the timing results significantly.
In a significant departure from [5] and [6] we consider both late and early modes. In the lute mode, the required time of arrival of the signal at a specified point is the latest time by which the signal should arrive to ensure proper functioning of the circuit. Conversely, in the eurly mode, the time specified would be the earliest time at which the signal may arrive at that point. (Early mode constraints are needed to accommodate clock skew as well as complex clocking strategies common in high performance design.)
For a given combinational circuit coqprised of a set of components X = { x l , x2, . * * , x,,} and a set of interconnection nets E = { e l , e 2 , * * * , e,ff }, we define a mapPing a : X x E -+ ( I , 0, -I } on every component-net pair as follows:
iff e is an input to x iff e is an output of x a(x, e ) = r 0 otherwise ( e not connected to x).
Each net e is assumed connected to at least two components. The r primary inputs to the circuit are treated as the outputs of r dummy components ( I ) in X. We will assume that each component has only one output. In the case where a component has more than one output, we simply replicate the component for the required number of outputs, with identical nets feeding each component. The components providing the q primary outputs of the circuit will be referred to as the output components ( G ). We also assume that "wired outputs" do not exist. These may be handled by introducing additional components at the "wired output" points. Thus we have the relationship n = m + q , since every component other than the output components is associated with exactly one net. Let e ( x ) denote the output net of x.
We now define the set offun-in components of a component x E X as r -( x ) = { x t l r ( x , e ( x ' ) ) = -1 )
The mapping a may be represented compactly as the set ofsets, * ( X I = { $ ( x l ) , Ic/(x2), * . 9 1, where and the set offan-out components as
The set ( X ) is often called the net list or the interconnection list. The size of the input is characterized by the size of the net list and is given by p , where
Each component x, as mentioned in the last section, is associated with a delay d ( x ) , which represents the time required for a change in signal at one of its inputs to result in a change at the inputs to components in a f ( x ) . Thus d ( x ) , besides being a function of the circuitry of component x, is also a function of the layout characteristics of the net being driven by its output. We define the base delay, d o ( x ) , as the value of d ( x ) when the components x and R' ( x ) are located ideally with respect to each other. One could then view the difference,
as the contribution to delay due to the net e(x). Thus, prior to physical design, the sequence of delays Do (X ) = ,(x,,) ) are given constants, while the incremental sequence A,( X ) = ( 6,(x1 ), 80(x2), , ?i0(x,)) are unknown because the routes for segments of the net e ( x ) are unknown.
For the signal at each output component x E G we are given two type3 of arrival times: the required early time, f r e ( x ) , defined as the earliest time that a signal may arrive at the output of that component, and the required late time, t r p ( x ) , defined as the latest time by which it must arrive, for proper processing. In addition, for every primary input component x E I , we are given two more arrival times: the actual early time, t,,(x), as the earliest possible time that a change could occur, and the actual late time, t a f ( x ) , as the latest possible time that a change could occur at that primary input.
We could extend the definitions of actual late and actual early times to all components in the circuit. These values, tu, (X ) and tup( X ), may be computed easily, as shown in [9] . Basically, for each x E X such that t,,(z) and t U l ( z ) are specified for all z E a-( x ) , we set
An efficient way of implementing this procedure is to perform a depth--rst search (see [ 1 13) starting at the primary outputs. The complexity of this procedure is O ( p ) , where p is the size of the interconnection list. Thus, for a bounded fan-out circuit, the procedure is linear in the number of circuit components.
For each circuit output, g E G, we can further compute two values, the early slack, s,( g ) , and the late slack, s p ( g ) , as
Negative values for slack imply that the circuit does not meet the arrival time requirements for the specified values of D ( X ) . In particular, if the base delay values, Do(X), are used, then the wire contributions, A(X), are uniformly 0, and a negative late slack at some output implies that it is impossible for the circuit to meet the performance requirements. In such cases, the logic needs to be redesigned.
We illustrate the calculations in Fig. 1 . For convenience, we have shown the calculations for each mode separately. We see that the late slacks are 2 and 0 for outputs GI and G 2 respectively. This implies that some path to G2 is critical in the sense that no further delay can be tolerated along the path. A closer examination reveals that the critical path is the one starting at input I3 and passing through components 2, 4, and 6 to output G ? . If the delay values indicated in the boxes are the base values of delay, this further implies that the layout must ensure that the lengths of nets along this critical path are at their shortest possible values. Any further delay on one of these nets would change the slack on G 2 to a negative value. In Fig. l(b) we see that the early slacks on both outputs are negative. This means that delay must be added to appropriate nets to make the slacks nonnegative. In adding these delays, it is necessary to ensure that the late slacks do not become negative at any output. For example, increasing the delays on each of components 5 and 6 by unit value would make the early slacks nonnegative, but would result in a negative slack on G 2 . On the other hand, it is safe to add unit delay to either component 1 or component
3.
A circuit will be called late-safe if, for every output g E G, sI( g ) 2 0, and early-safe i f s , ( g ) I 0. An assignment of incremental delays A (X ) will be termed late-safe if the resulting circuit after adding these delay values remains late-safe. A safe circuit is one which is both latesafe and early-safe. Finally, an assignment A ( X ) will be termed safe, if the circuit with delay values D o ( X ) + A (X ) is safe. In the example of Fig. 1 (b) , the assignment A ( X ) = { 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1 } is not late-safe, while the assignment { 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) is safe, because the resulting circuit is both late-safe and early-safe.
111. ZERO-SLACK ALGORITHM Consider the example in Fig. l(a) . We noted that the addition of any further delay to the critical path would result in an undesirable negative slack at output G ? . On the other hand, a layout for the circuit may add delays to other paths without causing a late path at any output. We present in this section an algorithm that determines a safe assignment A (X ) which is maximal in the sense that any additional delay on any component x would cause some output to have a negative slack. We call this the zeroslack algorithm. The maximal safe assignment allows us to specify a maximum value on the delay contribution of each net. This in turn may be used to guide the placement of the components. Such a set is not unique. In this section we demonstrate how one such set may be calculated. The problem of identifying the best set is addressed in Section VI.
First, the definitions for required early time and required late time which were given for the output components will be extended recursively to all components x E X. If t,,(z) and t r p ( z ) are specified for all z E a+(x), set rr,(x) = max t r e ( z )
Again, a depth-first search technique starting at the inputs provides a procedure to compute these values in 0 ( p ) time, where p is the size of the interconnection list.
In addition, we can compute slack values for every component x E X as before:
t a e (~) -t r e ( x )
and
Let us define a path as a sequence ( xI, * * ? x k ) , x i E 1 and xk E G, where xi E T + ( x i -I ) for i = 2, * -* , k. We One of the implications of the above lemma is that if the circuit is late-safe, then no output component has a negative late slack and no path has a negative late slack. Another implication is that a circuit remains safe if a delay no greater than sp ( x ) is added to component x, because such a delay decreases the path slack sc( p ) for any path p through x to sp( p ) -s p ( x ) , which is nonnegative.
Lemma 2: For each component x E X there is some path p, such that s p ( x ) = sp( p,).
, 
0
Lemma 2 implies that if a delay greater than s p ( x ) is added to component x , then there is some path p, for which sp( p,) < 0. This path passes through the output component xk. By Lemma 1 sp(xk) I sp( p,), leading us to conclude that the circuit is no longer late-safe. We also concluded from Lemma 1 that it is safe to add a delay no greater than s p ( x ) to component x. Hence we have the following corollary.
Corollary I : Given a safe circuit, an assignment S(x),
This suggests a procedure to get a maximal set of values for A ( X ) . We could arbitrarily choose a component x having sp(x) < 0, augment the current delay value d ( x ) by 6(x) = s p ( x ) , recompute the slacks, and repeat the process until no components having positive slack remain.
procedure greedy-zero-slack; {late mode} {Assume original circuit is safe} begin repeat cornpure-slacks ; The above procedure often leads to situations where the slack on several components along a path become zero even though the delay is lumped with only one component on that path. In contrast to this "greedy" approach, the algorithm shown below distributes delays more uniformly over the components. At each iteration, a component having the least positive slack is selected. The slack is then distributed as delays over all components whose slacks get reduced to zero. along path p after assignment A ( x ) be denoted by s; ( p ).
Now, c S(x,) I c S(X,)
x j E e n x X l E X 5 min s p ( x , ) I repeat
ifxexiststhenbegina,,+l : = x ; v : = U + 1 ; e n d ; until no such x exists; {Find backward path segment} While the algorithm is straightforward and easy to implement, a proof that it works is a little long. In order to process of selecting components and the assignment of delay increments to these components leave the circuit safe. Thereafter we show that at each step, all the selected
{all nets have zero slack} end ;
Hence, prove that the algorithm works, we will first show that the
x,Ee n x x j E e n x 2 sp(x,) -min sp(x,), by Lemma 1 . , components have their slacks reduced to zero. Finally we show that no component other than the selected ones can have its slack reduced to zero.
Lemma 3: Given a safe circuit, an assignment A ( x ) , x C X , is safe if C , , , 6 ( x i ) I min.r,,x s p ( x i ) .
Proof: Consider any path p through the circuit. Let e denote the set of components in p . Since the circuit is assumed safe originally, sp( p ) 2 0. Let the new slack 2 0, since the circuit is originally safe.
The circuit is safe since every path p is safe. For any safe assignment ( 6(x,,) ,
must be positive.
Proof: Let a < U . By construction, either tur(xu -, )
u ) . This implies by definition that either t,p(x,) < t,!(x,) -E,U,,+ I d ( x i ) or trr(x,) < t r p ( x u ) -E,",,, d ( x i ) . In fact, both these inequalities must hold because sp(x,) = sp(x,,).
Denote the new required late time at xu as t,!p(x,,), and that at x, as t;&x,). By definition,
-, x u , * * , x,,, * * U ) ( 7'heorem I : For a given safe circuit, the zero-slack algorithm generates an assignment resulting in s p ( x ) = 0 for all x E X , in O ( n p ) time.
Proof: In each iteration of the loop of the zero-slack algorithm, a slack value which is nonzero, and hence positive, is chosen. Delays are distributed along components that have this chosen slack value. Further, the sum of incremental delays introduced on these components is exactly equal to the slack. By Lemma 3 the circuit remains safe at the end of the iteration. The components on which the slack is assigned satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.
By the same lemma, all chosen components have their slack reduced equally by an amount equal the sum of the incremental delays. Hence the slack on each of these components is reduced to zero. Finally, the procedure ensures that U and v are extremal in the sense of Lemma 5 .
By this lemma, no other component with the same slack value as the chosen components has its slack reduced to zero. All remaining components have either greater slack or zero slack. Components with greater slack cannot have their slack reduced to zero. Components with zero slack are unaffected because by Lemma 3 the circuit is still safe.
At each iteration, the most time consuming operation is the computation of slacks for the circuit. This takes O ( p ) time, where p is the size of the interconnection list. We have proved that at least one component which has nonzero slack gets zero slack at the end of an iteration. By Lemma 1 no component having zero slack can have its slack increased by the introduction of delays. If n is the number of components, then n iterations, taking a total of O ( n p ) time, suffice to make all components have zero slack.
0
The proof of the above theorem suggests the following corollary.
Corollary 2: Every component which has nonzero slack at the beginning is assigned a nonzero incremental delay by the algorithm.
This corollary essentially contrasts the greedy-zero-slack algorithm with the modified zero-slack algorithm. The latter essentially guarantees that if a net is not on an already-critical path, it will be provided with an upper bound on its length which is greater than the minimum possible length for it. In Section VI we will describe an algorithm which assigns a delay of at least c to every component, where c is the largest value which ensures that the circuit is safe.
We now provide an example to demonstrate how the algorithm works. Fig. 2(a) shows the initial actual arrival time and the required time at each component of the circuit. The path (2, 5 , 8, 11 ) is critical. All the components on this path have zero slack. The minimum slack among the rest of the components is 2 and the path ( I , , 1, 4, 7, 10) with x,, = 4 and x,, = 7 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5 . At the end of this iteration, components 4 and 7 are each assigned an incremental delay of 1. This reduces the slack on these components to zero. Continuing the process, at the second iteration, component 1 gets assigned an incremental slack of 2, since its slack is reduced to 2 by addition of delays to components 4 and 7. In three additional iterations, the algorithm assigns incremental delays to the remaining components as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
IV. ADAPTATION TO THE EARLY MODE In Section I11 we showed how delays may be assigned to a late-safe circuit in such a way that the actual late times are exactly equal to the required late times on every path through the circuit. The analogy for the early mode would be an early-safe circuit where negarive incremental delays are assigned to the components such that the actual early times exactly equal the required early times. Such a procedure is uninteresting if the starting point is the set of base delay values, since the resulting delays lead to unimplementable net length values. However, in Section V we will see a situation where the starting delay values on the nets are higher than the base values, and reflect the constraints on net characteristics to be satisfied by the layout program. In such situations, the negative incremental delays essentially determine the tolerance to error during layout.
Analogous to the results for the late mode presented in Section 111, we can prove the following: 
We will just state the remaining results without proofs. As seen above, the proofs are essentially identical to the late-mode case.
Lemma 7: For each component x E X there is some path p x such that s,(x) = se( p,).
Let 6,(x) represent the amount by which the delay is reduced at component x. In other words the incremental delay at x is -6,(x).
Corollary 3: Given a safe circuit, an assignment 6 , (x), x E X , is safe iff 6,(x) 5 s,(x). . . , S(x,,) ), the new slack, si(x,), on component x, must be positive.
We could now write a zero-slack algorithm for the early mode in exactly the same way as the algorithm for the late mode, except that the distributed slacks along identified paths are subtracted instead of being added. However, the problem with a procedure implemented as above is that the delays on components at the end of the procedures could be less than their base values, and hence unimplementable. This ensures that no component gets assigned an unreasonable delay. However, we can no longer guarantee that at least one component gets zero slack at each iteration. The algorithm could stagnate with the same set of components being selected but unmodified at each iteration.
Modijication 3: Perform the algorithm according to Modification 2. If the slack along the identified path in an iteration does not reduce to zero, add the components procedure near-zero-early-slack; begin in obtaining a zero-slack safe assignment for the circuit when one exists. An efficient algorithm for obtaining a zero-slack safe assignment is currently not known. We conjecture the existence of an O ( n p ) algorithm for the problem. The distribution of slacks at any iteration is critical in such an algorithm. However, the only practical situation where we are interested in performing a zero-slack algorithm for the early mode is the one to be described in Section V, and in this situation an approximate algorithm, as in Modification 3, suffices. Presented below is Modification 3 as the near-zero-early-slack algorithm. The variable Done is a Boolean array variable whose element is set to true if the delay at the corresponding component has been reduced to its base value. It is easy to see in a manner analogous to Theorem 1 that this algorithm takes O ( n p ) time and, further, that it guarantees along the path to an initially empty Done list. At the beginning of each iteration, while identifying the component with the least positive slack, do not consider components in the Done list.
We now have a guarantee that some component is retired at each iteration. However, the procedure still does not guarantee the generation of a delay assignment in which all paths have zero slack when such an assignment exists. The distribution of slacks at any iteration is critical that every component having positive initial slack and delay greater than the base delay value has its slack reduced in the course of the algorithm.
We noted in Section I11 that if the initial circuit is not late-safe, it is necessary to redesign the logic. On the other hand, if the circuit is not early-safe, it can be made earlysafe by addition of delays to appropriate components. In the absence of late mode constraints, it is trivial to convert the circuit to a safe circuit and then apply procedure near-zero-early-slack. However in the presence of latemode constraints, the resulting solution may not be latesafe if the additional delays are not chosen carefully. The problem is further complicated by the fact that there may be no safe assignment, let alone a zero-slack assignment for the circuit in the presence of mixed mode constraints. In Section V we will see a linear programming formulation to the problem which can handle this and other cases. The existence of a more efficient solution for these general cases is, at present, unknown.
V. THE MIXED MODE PROBLEM
In this section we will address the problem of simultaneously generating upper and lower bounds on the delays. We use the well-studied linear programming approach; several textbooks, e.g. [12] , exist on the subject. It is now known [8] that a polynomial time solution exists for the linear programming problem. However, at present, it remains unclear whether the new methods are more effective in practice than such older techniques as the Simplex algorithm [13] and its variations, which could take exponential time in pathological cases, but are quite efficient for common examples.
Given a set of required times, t r p ( x ) and t r , ( x ) at the output components, x E G, and a set of actual times at the input components, t o p ( x ) and t o e ( x ) , x E I , we can write the following sets of inequalities from the definitions of required times and actual times: ( x ) } is a minimum set and { d2 ( x ) } is a maximum set, and for each ( x ) . Given a compatible set we may translate the delay values on each component to length bounds on their respective output pin nets. We are guaranteed that if these delay ranges are satisfied by a placement then the circuit is safe, i.e., the early and late timing constraints are satisfied. Let us define the range of a compatible set to be minAGx ( d 2 ( x ) -d , ( x ) ) . Shown below is a linear programming formulation, a solution to which determines the maximum possible range of any compatible set for a given set of timing constraints.
Maximize c, subject to the constraints:
A solution to the above, if one exists, determines safe values d ( x ) for each x in such a way that d ( x ) + i; is also safe, where C is the optimal value of c. There can be no other set of safe delay values for which c > F. Typically these values will reduce the slack only on a few of the components to zero. Thus the layout will be overcon-strained if every net is specified an upper bound on its delay contribution that is only C units greater than its lower bound. In order to give a greater degree of freedom to other less critical nets, we apply the zero-slack procedure as described below, starting with the sets { d ( x ) } and
Step 1) Solve the linear programming problem as mentioned above. Let C be the maximum range determined. Let d ( x ) be the values of d ( x ) in the solution.
Step 2) With initial delays of d ( x ) + C on each component, perform the zero slack algorithm for the late mode. Let { d 2 ( x ) } represent the resulting maximum set.
Step 3) With initial delays of d ( x ) on each component, perform the near-zero-early-slack algorithm for the early mode. Let { d , ( x ) } represent the resulting minimum set.
The resulting values represent a compatible set with optimum range. For any other compatible set
The above procedure may be modified to obtain better delay ranges for noncritical nets. Notice that if there is a path through the circuit which is already critical in both the early and late modes, C will be zero. Even when this is not the case C is likely to be very small, determined by the near criticality of paths involving a rather small fraction of components. In such a case, it would be beneficial to run through the linear programming phase again, freezing the minimum and maximum delays on the components which have zero slack at the end of the first run of the linear programming problem. This procedure could be repeated until the linear programming formulation at some point has no feasible solution. Such an iterative procedure maximizes the assignment on at least one component at each iteration; however, it takes too long to run-in the worst case, as many n instances of the linear programming problem may have to be solved. To speed up the solution, at the end of each iteration one could retire from consideration components having small slack, in addition to components having zero slack.
Let us now return to the late-mode problem. In many cases, the initial circuit is already early-safe. In such cases, d l (x) is going to be uniformly zero, and early mode calculations are not needed. In the next section we provide a fast algorithm for finding the optimum range in such situations.
VI. OPTIMAL ASSIGNMENT FOR LATE MODE Let us reconsider the late mode zero-slack algorithm. In Section I11 we provided an algorithm that guarantees that all components have zero slack when such an assignment exists. The algorithm heuristically partitioned the slacks as delays among the nodes. On the other hand, in Section V we saw a linear programming formulation for the more general problem which guarantees an optimal range for the delays assigned to the components. As mentioned at the end of the section, we could remove some of the constraints to obtain an optimal solution when early mode constraints are absent. Such a formulation is shown below:
Maximize c, subject to the constraints: is maximized when d ( x ) = d,(x) ; hence the absence of variables { d ( x ) } . Having obtained the optimal value C it suffices to run the zero-slack algorithm as in Section I11 using d,(x) + C as the starting value for each x . The asymptotic complexity of such a procedure depends on the complexity of the procedure to solve the linear programming problem. Fortunately the above problem is structured in a way that allows an alternative efficient algorithm for its solution. In the rest of this section we will demonstrate such an algorithm.
Let R represent the nonnegative real number system.
We define a Efunction as a mapping E : R -+ R satisfying the following properties:
1) It is convex, i.e., X ( ( 1 -X ) p + Xq)
2) It is piecewise linear.
3) Each of the linear regions has a positive, integer
slope.
An example of a E function is shown in Fig. 3 .
We can identify a E function using the minimum set of lines of which it is the envelope. Thus the ordered set of characterizes such a function completely, with the component lines defined by equations T = f( r ) = m,r + b,,
We will call b, the offset of the line with slope m,. For example, the E function of Fig. 3 is characterized by { (1, 6), (2, 4) , ( 3 , 0 ) } as shown in Fig. 4 . We will define the steepness, E, of a E function as its highest slope, m,. Let X I , E 2 , and E3 represent three E functions with steepness E l , E2, and t3, respectively. The following properties, somewhat analagous to those of convex functions, follow from the definitions above:
Lemma 11: The sum, X I + E 2 , of two X functions, El and E 2 , is a E function with steepness t1 + t2.
Lemma 12: The maximum, max (E,, E 2 ) , of two E functions, E , and E 2 , is a E function with steepness max Lemma 13: max ( X i , E 2 , X7) = max (max ( E I , X 2 ) , X 3 ) with steepness max ( t l , t 2 , t3). The procedure works as follows: In line Ll , the steepness of the maximum, and thereby the set of possible slopes, is determined. In L2 the procedure eliminates lines for which there are other lines with the same slope and a larger offset. Beginning at L3, the procedure generates the components of the maximum. It does this by iteratively generating the envelope of components up to a slope j from the envelope of components with slopes less than j . Specifically, in L4, the procedure eliminates those components of the current envelope which do not form part of the next envelope. At any iteration, s represents the number of components in the current envelope and U, represents the abscissa ( 7 coordinate) of the point at which the line with slope j intersects the envelope of lines with slopes less than j . For two consecutive slopes j and k in the envelope, j < k, it must be the case that a, < ak.
For example, consider the set { ( 1 , 6), (2, 4) , (3, 0), (5, 2 ) ) . The quantity a l is set to -6. The intersection of line (1, 6 ) with ( 2 , 4 ) leads to az = 2. Hence the envelope of lines with slope 2 or less is { ( 1, 6), ( 2 , 4 ) }. For slope 3, we have a3 = 4. Since a3 > u 2 , no component of the current envelope is discarded. The line (5, 2 ) intersects line (3,, 0) at x = 1. So line ( 3 , 0) cannot be a component of the next envelope because a3 = 4. Similarly the intersection of ( 5 , 2) with (2, 4 ) occurs at 7 = 2 / 3 . Since a2 = 2, we discard the line (2, 4 ) also. Fi- Proof: The initial operation of uniquely identifying one line for each slope takes O ( k , $ ) time as implemented above. We now need to bound the number of times a line intersection is calculated. Observe that whenever an intersection is made for a selected slope, either the line that it is intersected with is discarded, or the intersection is retained. In the latter case, the next higher slope is selected. Since each slope is selected once, at most ( intersections are retained. Since a line once discarded is never intersected with any other line, at most ,$ intersections result in discarded lines. Thus at most 2,$ intersections are Let us now consider a circuit C with specified actual late arrival times tap( 1 ) at the inputs and required late arrival times trr( G ) at the outputs. The basic delays for the components is { d o ( x ) }, x E X . Assume that a variable delay 7 is added to every component, resulting in the de- The maximum value of 7 for which the circuit is still safe is given by ? = min 7, I tal( U , 7 = T~, )
It is easy to see that any 7 > ? will violate the late timing requirement at some primary output.
The code below illustrates the computation of the optimum value for r . We assume that when t a p ( x ) is computed for each x in procedure compute-function, the discontinuity points of the corresponding E function are also saved in the vector {a,,,}, 1 I i I k , , where k, is the number of component line segments in t u p ( x ) . (x, 7 ) functions for the components starting at the primary inputs, in increasing depth order. This is essentially a depth-first traversal starting at the outputs and is implemented recursively as shown in the procedure above. From Lemmas 14 and 16 we note  that the computation of t,,,(x, 7 ) for any x takes O ( f a n i n ( x ) d e p t h ( x ) ) time, where f a n i n ( x ) = I n-( x ) 1. Since depth ( x ) is bounded by depth ( C ), and since the size of the interconnection list, p , is simply E., 0 give zero-slack delay assignments for the original circuit: any value of 7 greater than ?, when uniformly assigned to all components in the circuit would violate the late timing requirements at at least one of the primary outputs.
As mentioned at the end of Section V, it may be the case that ? as determined by the above procedure is zero or very small. In these cases, not much is gained by computing the value of ? by the above procedure. However, as mentioned there, it would still be possible to optimize the incremental delay assignments on the remaining components by freezing the delay assignments on the components with zero or small slack. The top( U ) values at the outputs remain E functions, possibly with lower steepness, because "frozen" delays are themselves ," functions with steepness 0. The resulting value of ? provides the additional delay that may be safely added to the remaining components. This process may then be continued or the zero-slack algorithm invoked to get upper bounds on delays for the remaining components.
( 1 + fanin ( x ) ) , we have the required result.
I G 1. Since q < p , we have the desired result.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented a new approach to the problem of physical layout of circuits with specific performance constraints. The idea behind the approach has been embodied in an efficient algorithm called the zero-slack algorithm. In contrast to previous approaches, our technique guarantees that satisfying the constraints on each net individually satisfies the performance requirements on the circuit as a whole. The zero-slack algorithm has been implemented and is being used in the design of circuits within IBM.
The approach has been exercised on a number of CMOS parts, ranging from a macro with 291 components (358 nets) to a 9 mm semicustom chip having over 5000 components ( > 8000 nets). We performed a series of experiments on one of the parts to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. This circuit involved 1325 components and 1599 nets. The timing analysis and zero-slack algorithm were done within a logic synthesis system environment (LSS [ 141) . The zero-slack algorithm generated delay increments for each component, which were then transformed to upper bounds on net capacitances using delay equations for the cell library. The CPU time needed to read the design into the LSS data base, run timing analysis, and perform the zero-slack algorithm was 9 min on an IBM 3090. Of this, the time taken to calculate the maximum delays for nets and convert these delays to maximum capacitance values was 200 s. The placement algorithm used was a simulated annealing [I51 program, widely used within the company. The program could be set up to optimize weighted functions of several parameters, one of which was the maximum permitted capacitance of each net.
The Table I shows the variation of the minimum slack at the outputs with the number of nets for which an upper bound was specified for capacitance. (The chosen nets were ones which were on the most critical paths after timing analysis.) Several interesting points emerge from this table. First, no significant change was observed in total wire length due to capacitance constraints on the nets. This was not particularly surprising for this example because the utilization of channels was below 50 percent. However, even for the 5000 component example, the additional constraint did not affect wirability .
The effect of controlling all nets in the circuit, rather than a subset, is noticeable. In this example, controlling all the nets makes it possible for the circuit to meet timing requirements. Controlling 178 or fewer nets on the most critical paths did not lead to successful placements.
It does not seem to be prudent to select a subset of nets to be constrained during placement because of yet another reason: the size of the subset does not appear to have a bearing on the suitability of the solution. For example, increasing the number of nets controlled from 0 to 23 to 63 successively generated placements which were worse in performance. In fact, the top 63 nets were the ones identified by the timing analysis program to be on paths with negative slack, assuming a "nominal" delay value on all nets. On the other hand, when an additional set of 115 nets on less critical (positive slack) paths were chosen, the placement generated was almost acceptable. With all nets controlled, an acceptable solution with positive slack on all paths was generated. The above phenomenon can only be explained by the fact that in attempting to make nets on the most critical paths short, those on the Table I1 shows the distribution of deviation of nets from the maximum capacitance computed by the zero-slack algorithm for various cases: (a) when the capacitance component in the placement objective function is completely ignored, (b) when the capacitance component is lightly weighted, and (c) when it is moderately weighted. The reduction in the deviation from specified bounds with increased capacitance weighting is evident. In fact, in the third case, timing requirements for the circuit were met in spite of the few violations. This is because a typical path may have as many as ten components, and there is a good chance that the sum of the delays along a path does not exceed bounds even though individual delays may exceed bounds. Table 111 demonstrates the reduction in the number of outputs that have negative slack as the weighting factor for the capacitance component in the placement objective function is increased. As the weighting factor is increased, the net length component plays a smaller role, allowing alternate routes for nets to be explored to meet capacitance constraints. Wirability is ensured by controlling the parameters in the placement objective function corresponding to the peak and average channel utilizations.
The zero-slack algorithm does not attempt to maximize the bounds on the delay assignments. In Section VI we separately showed the existence of an efficient algorithm to compute the optimum delay assignment. The asymptotic time complexity of the algorithm was shown to increase as the product of circuit depth and net list size.
For the case when both early and late timing constraints are placed on signals through a circuit, the currently known algorithms employ linear programming. Whether more efficient algorithms exist is an interesting open question.
